A ReRAM Memory Compiler for Monolithic 3D Integrated Circuits in a Carbon Nanotube Process
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We present a ReRAM memory compiler for monolithic 3D (M3D) integrated circuits (IC). We develop ReRAM architectures for M3D ICs using 1T-1R bit cells and single and multiple tiers of transistors for access and peripheral circuits. The compiler includes an automated flow for generation of subarrays of different dimensions and larger arrays of a target capacity by integrating multiple subarrays. The compiler is demonstrated using an M3D process design kit (PDK) based on a Carbon Nanotube Transistor technology. The PDK includes multiple layers of transistors and back-end-of-the-line integrated ReRAM. Simulations show the compiled ReRAM macros with multiple tiers of transistors reduces footprint and improves performance over the macros with single-tier transistors. The compiler creates layout views that are exported into library exchange format or graphic data system for full-array assembly and schematic/symbol views to extract per-bit read/write energy and read latency. Comparison of the proposed M3D subarray architectures with baseline 2D subarrays, generated with a custom-designed set of bit cells and peripherals, demonstrate up to 48% area reduction and 13% latency improvement.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Monolithic 3D (M3D) integrated circuits (IC) allow fine-grain vertical integration of transistors allowing improved scalability, reduced wire-length, and ultimately, leading to better energy-efficiency. Compared to large through-silicon-vias (TSVs) used in conventional 3D-ICs [10, 14], the M3D-ICs use high-density inter-layer vias (ILVs) providing much higher routing resources [26, 30]. M3D enables the possibility of designing multi-layer macros where cells of macros can be partitioned in multiple tiers and connected via fine grid ILVs.
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In recent years, significant research efforts have been directed to develop electronic design automation (EDA) tools for partitioning, placement, and routing of logic in M3D technologies [15, 18, 20]. In comparison, there are relatively few works on memory design for M3D. Vertical BL SRAM arrays have been proposed to reduce BL capacitance to achieve improvement in both delay and power in multi-layer processes [19]. The impact of M3D design on in-memory computation has also been explored [29]. Although, these prior works show the feasibility of using M3D for memory design, to the best of our knowledge, there have been no prior on EDA tools for memory design M3D-ICs.

**Resistive Random Access Memory (ReRAM) has emerged as an attractive solution for embedded non-volatile-memory for various applications including vector matrix multiplication (VMM) matrices [7, 22], single-level cell (SLC) memory [5, 6], multi-level cell (MLC) memory [4], and nonvolatile processors [16, 17] to name a few. The ReRAM devices can be formed with metal oxides [31] that allow the fabrication to be compatible with back-end-of-line (BEOL) processes. The BEOL integration brings opportunity of seamlessly incorporating ReRAM within 3D-compatible transistor technologies [8] to form multi-tier memory structures integrated with logic in a monolithic fashion [25, 27, 32]. The M3D integration of ReRAM and FETs have shown potential for many applications [27, 32]. More recently, commercial-scale fabrication technology and associated process design kit (PDK) have been demonstrated considering multiple layers of transistors and ReRAM devices [27].**

**Carbon Nanotube Transistor (CNT) technologies have emerged as a promising candidate for true M3D integration [26]. Temperature restrictions for sequential M3D fabrication often result in reliability and performance degradation in silicon-based M3D processes [2, 11, 24] and is a key challenge that has been explored in recent years [13, 21]. Meanwhile, the low temperature (<200°C) [24] process of transferring pre-fabricated CNTs allows a promising alternative to seamless M3D integration without introducing defects in lower-layer devices [3, 12, 23, 27]. When integrated with BEOL-compatible (<425°C) ReRAM [1, 24, 32] processes, this creates the many opportunities for designing new system architectures. However, designing such systems requires memory compilers for M3D ReRAM. This article, for the first time, to the best of our knowledge, presents a ReRAM memory compiler for M3D-ICs. The presented compiler uses custom designed 1T-1R cells and read/write peripheral circuits but automatically generates (scalable) ReRAM subarrays of different dimensions and micro-architectures. We present multiple ReRAM subarray architectures for M3D ICs including single and multiple tiers of transistor. An advantage of Carbon Nanotube Transistor technologies is little cross-layer performance degradation across different transistor layers [27]. The multi-tier transistor subarray design builds upon this characteristic and entire peripheral blocks are “ported” and implemented with different-tier transistors from a single baseline design. This allows exploration of different subarray structures to focus on M3D structural advantages by minimizing physical implementation change in individual blocks. In particular, we show the feasibility of fine-grain integration of access transistors and peripheral circuits in multiple tiers to reduce memory footprint and improve performance. Finally, we present an automated flow for integration of subarrays to generate physical design of a large-scale ReRAM in M3D-ICs.**

The memory compiler is demonstrated considering layer structure of M3D-IC PDK presented by Srimani et al. [27] that includes two layers of ReRAM, two layers of transistors, and eleven metal layers (Figure 1). The back-gate transistor structure reduces gate-to-plug capacitance [28], which can greatly benefit memory design in terms of both access latency and energy. We consider 1T-1R ReRAM bit cells, and associated custom designed peripheral circuits. We demonstrate compilation of multiple types of ReRAM arrays, namely, (1) **STF-ReRAM:** Single tier of FETs containing access transistors and peripheral circuits, (2) **MTF-BL-ReRAM:** Multiple tiers of FETs
Fig. 1. Layer organization of M3D PDK and usage in the subarray generation for 1T1R bit cells and peripherals (re-drawn after Reference [27]).

with Bit-line peripherals in a second layer of transistors, and (3) MTF-ALL-ReRAM: Multiple tiers of FETs with all peripherals in one layer of transistors and access transistors in a different layer. The compiler creates layout views (library exchange format (LEF) and graphic data system (GDS)) and schematic/symbol views of memory modules. The memory designed with MTF subarrays show lower footprint, higher cell density, and reduced read latency/energy compared to the ones designed with STF subarray.

This article makes the following key contributions:

- Design and implement a fully automated ReRAM compiler in a CNT M3D-IC PDK with layout-precise performance evaluation and scalable array generation for Design Space Exploration (DSE).
- Demonstrate and explain the key benefits of M3D subarrays with fine grid ILVs.
- Implement and analyze three different subarray structures: STF-ReRAM, for possible logic-on-memory applications (baseline), and two high-density multi-tier transistor subarrays MTF-BL-ReRAM and MTF-ALL-ReRAM.
- Implement and compare a baseline 2D subarray structure in a silicon technology.
- Demonstrate and quantify the automated tool-flow and techniques for increased evaluation speed.
- Explore design space of different subarray dimensions and structures to evaluate and exploit the benefits of the multi-tier transistor + ReRAM PDK.

2 MONOLITHIC 3D RERAM DESIGN

Multi-tier designs of M3D subarrays that are implemented and analyzed in this work focus on an approach similar to citation [29] where the bit cells remain in a 2D arrangement. But instead of utilizing a second layer for assisting cell-level operations, entire peripherals are folded and implemented in T2 FETs to minimize footprint (Figure 2). This design topology is made possible by the unique Monolithic 3D integrat-ability of carbon nanotubes transistors, which alleviates performance loss in upper-layer transistors in silicon-based M3D technologies. Different peripherals blocks are placed in T2 FETs depending on Multi-tier structures proposed and discussed in later
2.1 Multi-tier Peripheral Circuits

The M3D design allows transistors in the peripheral circuits to be in the same layer as the access transistor similar to a traditional 2D design (STF-ReRAM). However, a major advantage of the M3D technology is to be able to distribute peripheral circuits across multiple tiers (MTF-ReRAM). The word-line and/or bit-line drivers are placed in a different tier from the access transistor and multiple ILVs are used to connect the peripherals to the active lines (WL/BL/SL) in the ReRAM crossbar. The most obvious benefit of MTF-ReRAM is a reduction in the footprint. The memory crossbar only has single transistor per cell (1T-1R). However, as ReRAMs require large write current, the single device must have large driving capacity (size), which in turn requires large devices in peripheral circuits. Hence, peripheral circuits can occupy appreciable physical area, which can be reduced via MTF-ReRAM design. This is particularly beneficial for smaller subarray dimensions as illustrated later in Section 5.

The MTF-ReRAM also provide additional performance (and robustness) benefits. The multiple ILVs connecting the BL/WL drivers and interconnects within the crossbar allows parallel paths
that can reduce IR drop through the WL/BL (Figure 3). This is especially critical for programming ReRAM devices as the instantaneous current can be high when the device is in low-resistance-state (LRS). This benefit can be extended even further by distributing BL drivers, which allow even more ILVs to be placed in parallel. As an example, post-parasitic-extraction (post-PEX) simulations of 64WL × 64BL subarrays showed stacking peripherals can reduce IR drop during write by 21 mV and by further distributing drivers, IR drop reduction becomes 29 mV. Further, the placement of peripherals across multiple tiers can be used to reduce mismatch seen by bit cells in the array (Figure 4). The post-PEX simulation of the 64WL × 64BL subarray shows that placing the peripherals to center output of drivers on top of the bit-cell array, worst-case mismatch in IR drop across the BL can be reduced from ≈ 40 mV to ≈ 20 mV. It is imperative that reduced magnitude (and mismatch) of IR drop also improves the voltage margin (and its uniformity) at the bit cells, thereby improving the overall robustness. However, creating distributed drivers can result in overhead in access energy due to the extended length and extra parasitics as discussed in Section 5.

### 2.2 M3D Subarray Micro-architectures

We design three types of micro-architectures for scalable and automated design of subarrays. The first option is a 2D implementation of bit cells surrounded by peripheral circuits on each side. This structure is named as Single-tier-FETs (STF) subarrays. The arrangement of this architecture is shown in Figure 5. The 1T1R bit cells were arranged in such that SL is parallel with BL, and both perpendicular to WL. The peripherals are implemented as single blocks surrounding the cell array.
The second type of subarray architecture is named as \textit{Multi-tier-FETs-BL} (MTF-BL), where the stacking of BL peripherals is emphasized. Figure 6 shows the structure of this design. The WL drivers are placed in Tier-1 along with bit cells, whereas WL address decoders and BL peripherals are in Tier-2. This structure implements distributed drivers with additional ILV connections to BL to minimize IR drop during write. The strength of the driver output stage has a fixed upper-limit, but can be reduced when BL lengths are limited by small subarray dimension. The mirrored structure allows all access pins to be to the same edge while stacking peripherals.

The third type of subarray architecture is named as MTF-ALL (Figure 7). In this design, the BL peripherals and decoders as well as the WL peripherals are placed in the second tier of transistors. The arrangement is such that, with peripherals and bit cells rotated/flipped, it can ensure that output edges of peripherals are aligned along the center axes of the bottom bit-cell arrays. This structure prevents BL peripherals from blocking WL access and vice versa by segmenting all peripheral instantiating to twice. Centering the output of BL/WL peripherals also reduces mismatch in interconnect lengths, and hence, IR drops. However, the central location of peripherals also separates the access pins to different edges, which needs to be considered during automated generation for multiple inter-connected subarrays.
3 SUBARRAY BUILDING BLOCKS

To demonstrate the Monolithic-3D design capability of the ReRAM memory compiler, a set of custom building blocks are designed and implemented. The digital friendly circuit topologies (and custom layouts) are used to support automated generation of physical design of subarrays of varying dimensions.

3.1 1T-1R Bit Cells

We consider one-transistor one-resistor (1T-1R) ReRAM bit cells for this work as 1T-1R bit cells are the most commonly used ReRAM bit cell in literature for high control-ability. While the access transistor introduces area overhead, it eliminates the need for half-select lines \[9\] required to prevent write disturbance in neighboring cells, which guarantees best access robustness.

Layer usage of supported 1T-1R bit cells are also shown in Figure 1. T2-1T1R cells use less metal stack than T1-1T1R cells. While the both types of bit cells are supported in the compiler, for sake of simplicity, this article will focus on T2-1T1R, where top-tier (T2) ReRAMs are used, for array generation, simulation, and performance analysis.

3.2 ReRAM Read/Write Circuitry

ReRAM devices have certain characteristics (such as device resistance/write-time variations) that demand additional devoted control circuitry \[6, 17\] to create robust access of bits when used as memory bit cells as opposed to SRAMs and DRAMs. The pre-designed bit-line peripherals within the subarray generator used for demonstration are therefore also designed to include this functionality. Figure 8 shows the building blocks of the subarrays created. Figure 10 shows a simplified schematic of the periphery circuits that directly access bit cells implemented in our ReRAM compiler.

**Word-line (WL) peripherals.** The WL driver is custom designed as a 4-stage buffer pitch-matched to the 1T1R cell-widths. The WL address decoder is created based on three basic cells, a 1-to-2 decoder, a 2-to-4 decoder, and a 2-to-4 decoder with clock input (CLK), which is used for the final stage. The design strategy assumes addresses for bit-cell access arrive before the CLK is pulled high to enable WL drivers for access. Figure 9(a) shows a schematic of the basic cells (the 2-to-4...
Fig. 9. (a) Basic decoder blocks and schematics. (b) 3-to-8 decoder example of arbitrary decoder size generation.

Fig. 10. Schematic of bit-cell access.

decoder simply replaces the CLK input NAND with an inverter for EN only and is not shown). Any arbitrary bus width that is a power of 2 can be derived from these cells in an iterative manner. This is automated in SKILL to ensure scalability of subarray generation within the memory compiler. Figure 9(b) shows the formation of higher bit width decoders with lower bit width decoders with an example of a 3-to-8 decoder. The decoder basic cell layouts are custom designed to ensure automated wire connections with SKILL are DRC/LVS clean.

Bit-line (BL) Peripherals—Write Circuits. The write peripheral circuits apply the large voltage and support bi-directional current through the bit cells [17]. As discussed in Section 2.1, a critical advantage of M3D subarrays is the ability to address IR drop across bit lines when large programming current is consumed. Design of write circuits will also need to account for similar considerations. To mitigate IR-drop overhead from either transmission gates or stacked transistors used in typical tri-state buffers (used to decouple write circuits during read operations), a tri-state driver design with separate pull-up/pull-down controls is implemented. The PGBL/NGSL is ON for SET (HRS→LRS) and PGSL/NGSL is ON during RESET (LRS→HRS) to apply opposite polarity voltage across the bit cells for each case. During IDLE state, the BL/SL is pulled to zero through ON NGBL/NGSL. During read, PGBL/PGSL are both pulled high to allow BL to be pre-charged.

at lower voltage (prevent read disturbance), and NGSL = 1 allows discharge through SL during sensing. A simplified truth table of the read/write logic shown in Figure 10 is shown in Table 1. Write termination refers to the operation of sensing and cutting off write operation when the device has been programmed to a specific threshold; this reduces extensive energy waste due to high write current [17] at LRS states. Analog write termination circuits often involve the addition of an extra pull-down path for writing, which can create large area overhead when device strengths are weak [6]. In the compiler, the baseline design implemented for demonstration uses a digital driver-based write termination circuit (similar to Reference [17]). When the device is successfully “SET,” the bit-line (BL) voltage reduces slightly due to the decrease in ReRAM resistance, which triggers the back-to-back inverter to switch. This signal is level-shifted to VDDSL, latched and is used to disable writing by switching off the pull-down path through SL (switching NGSL to 0). Figure 11 shows a sample simulation waveform of this operation. It can be observed that device resistance gradually reduces after BL is pulled high. After the device resistance drops (successfully “SET”ed), the droop in BL voltage is sensed by the WT circuit and SL voltage increases after NGSL is turned off. The increased device current when the bit cell switches from HRS to LRS is thus cut off and the write operation is terminated.

**Bit-line Peripherals—Read Circuits.** The bit-line peripherals also include a sense amplifier to read the data stored in the bit cells. PGBL is pulled high and NGBL pulled low to leave BL floating for precharge and discharge during sensing. Once the WL signal is raised high, the BL voltage drops through ReRAM resistance and an access transistor. The rate of discharge of BL can be used to determine the state of the ReRAM resistance (LRS or HRS). Once the BL drops below a threshold, p-FET discharging transistor turns on, and a positive feedback is implemented to increase the switching speed. The pulse width of the enable signal is controlled to ensure only fast

### Table 1. Simplified Truth Table for Read/Write Logic

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>PGBL</th>
<th>NGBL</th>
<th>PGSL</th>
<th>NGSL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IDLE</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>READ</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SET</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1 → 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RESET</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Fig. 11. Simulation waveform of “SET” termination.*
discharge of the BL, due to low-resistance of the ReRAM, allows switching of the sense-amplifier. Figure 12 shows a sample simulation waveform of reading bit cells programmed to HRS and LRS states, respectively.

4 M3D RERAM COMPILER
The M3D ReRAM compiler consists of two components. First, generation of ReRAM subarrays for given dimensions (i.e., number of rows and number of columns), and second, integration of multiple subarrays to create a memory array of a target capacity. The performance of various subarrays and the memory array are evaluated as a part of the compiler flow.

4.1 Subarray Compilation and Evaluation
Figure 13 shows a flow chart describing the subarray generator. The subarrays are created by integrating custom design blocks while following certain subarray structures. The different peripheral circuits are maintained and can be used during subarray compilation without affecting the overall generation flow. The subarray generation relies heavily on script-based layout generation, such as SKILL, to support this functionality and generate physical design of different dimensions. Along with generating the physical design and netlist, the flow also generates schematics and symbols for circuit assembly, diagnosis and evaluation. Schematic and symbols are saved in a design library and layouts are exported as abstract LEF files and GDS files.

Figure 13(b) shows the flow for energy and latency estimation. To provide post-layout performance evaluation, parasitic extraction (PEX) is integrated into the evaluation flow. However, extracting parasitics for the full subarray would demand high amount of resources while producing unnecessary overhead. Instead, we extract the only the critical bit cells and its neighboring rows and columns to account for idle cells and BL/WL coupling capacitance. For this purpose, a simplified layout from the full subarray is created, which only contains four rows and four columns. This structure greatly reduces the netlist complexity while ensuring that parasitics from adjacent lines are included along the worst-case path. To reduce simulation time by a step further, the tool internally replaces idle (not accessed in testbench) cells with dummies containing only transistor and no ReRAM (1T0R cells). Only the far-end corner contains 1T1R bit cells for extraction. This greatly reduces convergence time consumed in following transient simulations, where solving exponential expressions used to model ReRAM device behavior in unselected cells are a
large overhead. The combined impact of these procedures reduces overall evaluation time by >8× from an impractical simulation period to acceptable ranges (detailed compilation time explained in Section 5). PEX is done with Quantus QRC Extraction with rules provided within the PDK, which generates an “av_extracted” cell view as indicated in Figure 13.

A testbench (“config view” in Figure 13(b)) is used for layout-precise estimation of latency and energy. The pre-set transient simulation template involves a write followed by a read. The power drawn from sources during the simulation is integrated to estimate energy. The contributions from WL and BL peripherals are decoupled to assist in design optimization. Read latency is measured as the delay from the point when decoder output is enabled to the final switching of the SA. Write latency is determined by the time of WL arrival to the time internal resistances are switched. The energy and latency data are saved for array-level design decisions where subarrays are instantiated as hard macros with flopped input/output ports for single-clock access. This approach of allowing flip-flops to mask subarray access prevents the need to create liberty files for the analog read/write operation, while guaranteeing access robustness when sufficient margin and constraints are applied during the array integration step. Note, as the write latency is almost entirely determined by the ReRAM device characteristics, it is largely unaffected by the subarray architecture and compiler flow. Hence, we do not discuss write latency in the following compilation/simulation results.

4.2 Memory Array Generation

Full memory array assembly is implemented using subarray macros along with generated array-level control logic in a standard 2D place and route (PNR) flow. To allow for design space exploration and to enable the ability to optimize for different time/area/power targets, a scalable H-tree architecture is adopted and implemented (Figure 14). The leaf node is the subarrays with peripherals. The higher nodes consist of the maximum four lower nodes and are integrated with decoders and multiplexers (MUXs). Each hierarchy is divided by flip-flops (F/Fs) and constructs the pipeline architecture to meet a target frequency.
The maximum frequency of the array is determined mainly by the access latency of subarrays (estimated from the subarray compiler). The number of levels in the H-tree must ensure that the maximum frequency of the H-tree access path is more than the maximum frequency of the subarrays. Once determined the array latency is defined by the number of levels in the H-tree.

Given a memory address, only a single subarray is active at a time, and only one node of the H-tree is active at each hierarchy. All other subarrays and nodes of the H-tree are in the idle state. Hence, to estimate array energy, we run the EDA tools for each hierarchy’s RTL file separately. For example, in Figure 14(b), we extract the energy from each hierarchy $H_1$, $H_2$, and $H_3$. After we extract the energy from each hierarchy, we add them all to calculate the total energy consumption in the top module considering the subarray activity.

Figure 15 shows the flow chart for the array generation. The hierarchical H-tree connections between subarrays are done by EDA tools for 2D place and route. The loaded subarray macros are
treated as block boxes that have strict input/output timing constraints to ensure close-proximity instantiation of masking flip-flops. The full-array design starts with the generation of Register-transfer level (RTL) files for each hierarchy. Next, RTL files of all hierarchies are used simultaneously, to generate the GDS, LEF, and LIB files for the full-chip design. Finally, we evaluate the energy of the entire array by aggregating array control power needed for subarray leaf access and the subarray access energy.

5 COMPILATION RESULTS

5.1 Technology Bench-marking

To characterize the subarrays designed in the CNT PDK, we have implemented a similar 2D design in a commercial 130 nm CMOS PDK for comparison. Table 2 shows detailed metrics investigated in this analysis. Same ReRAM device models from the CNT PDK are used in simulations to ensure an un-biased evaluation. To insert the device models for post-layout performance evaluation even when the CMOS PDK does not provide ReRAM devices, additional post-processing is integrated. Only 1-T devices are laid-out in the subarray. However, the subarray schematic and layout are organized so that the selected cells along the critical path can be identified through the naming criteria for Calibre extraction, which is the default setup used for PEX in the CMOS PDK. Then, the via connections (extracted as resistance instance) from access transistor drain to BL for these cells are replaced with ReRAM device models after PEX is complete.

It can be observed that the CNT technology PDK demonstrates a lower transistor on-off ratio compared to silicon [27]. The resulting higher leakage through transistors (especially through high-density bit-cell arrays) can greatly degrade power metrics for volatile memories such as SRAM. However, the non-volatile characteristic of ReRAM memories avoids this impact and similar read/write energy for CNT and CMOS technologies can be observed. A higher reduction in read latency for the design in the CNT PDK can be attributed to both (1) faster BL discharge from un-selected-cell sneak currents in CNT and (2) Sense Amplifier design optimization. While the sneak current does reduce read latency, it also degrades read margin. The LRS read current is measured and compared with HRS read current to evaluate the impact of subarray level sneak current for both technologies and reported as read current ratio (RCR) in Table 2 (RCR = \( I_{LRS, subarray}/I_{HRS, subarray} \) where \( I_{LRS, subarray} = I_{LRS, bit-cell} + (NW_L - 1) \times I_{sneak, bit-cell} \) and \( I_{HRS, subarray} = I_{HRS, bit-cell} + (NW_L - 1) \times I_{sneak, bit-cell} \)). This metric is a measure of the read margin and a higher value means a better read. It can be seen that the high transistor on-off ratio in the CMOS PDK presents much better RCR. Furthermore, the resulting reduction in read margin from sneak current for the CNT PDK will worsen as subarray dimensions (WL count, \( NW_L \), in particular) increase. This can place a fundamental limit on the maximum “readable” subarray size. A comparison of the implemented subarrays is also shown in Table 2 (right).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Technology PDK</th>
<th>CMOS 130nm</th>
<th>CNT 130nm [27]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PET ON-OFF ratio</td>
<td>&gt; 10⁸</td>
<td>∼ 10⁸</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ReRAM ON-OFF ratio</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>∼ 10⁸</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ReRAM SET voltage</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>∼ 0.8 V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ReRAM RESET voltage</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>∼ -1 V</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subarray Type</th>
<th>CMOS 130nm, 2D</th>
<th>CNT 130nm, 2D(STF)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Footprint</td>
<td>0.499</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Benchmark Comparison of Technology PDK Along with Simulated Performance and Layout of Custom-designed Subarrays

32WLx32BL Subarray Layout (to-scale)
Table 3. Compilation Time for Subarray Generation and Evaluation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Operation</th>
<th>Pure Generation</th>
<th>Performance Evaluation</th>
<th>Performance Evaluation w/o layout reduction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Layout Generation</td>
<td>~30 s</td>
<td>~30 s</td>
<td>~2 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parasitic Extraction</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>~2 m</td>
<td>~5 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Testbench Processing</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>~30 s</td>
<td>~30 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netlist Export</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>~2 m</td>
<td>~10 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transient Simulation</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>~3 h</td>
<td>&gt;24 h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Export LEF/GDS/CSV</td>
<td>~30 s</td>
<td>~5 s</td>
<td>~5 s</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 16. Summary and visual view of subarray structures, demonstrated with 64WL × 64BL subarrays.

5.2 Subarray Compilation Results

The typical compilation time for generating/exporting layouts of subarrays is under 1 min, where the majority is consumed to load the corresponding tools used. For performance extraction, similar overhead is observed for creating the reduced four-column/four-row layouts. Parasitic extraction overhead is around 2 min for a 64WL × 64BL subarray but increases with subarray dimensions, slight increase is observed for MTF subarrays compared to STF subarrays due to increased layer occupied. Transient simulation time also scales with subarray size. For a 64WL × 64BL subarray, the simulation time is approximately 3 h for STF subarrays and 5 h for MTF subarrays (tested on a platform with i7gen9 core and 8 GB RAM). However, these simulations only need to be run once for each subarray structure/dimension and are stored in comma-separated values (CSV) format within the tool. Table 3 shows a summary of compilation time.

Figure 16 shows a summary of the subarray architectures supported by the compiler and associated layout top and side views. Metal layers are left out in side view plots to present a clearer view of transistor usage in each tier. The footprint overhead introduced by peripherals can be observed from the layout top views presented.

Footprint Analysis. Figure 17(a) shows the 2D footprint area for different subarray dimensions. As expected, both MTF designs show lower footprint than the STF design. However, the benefits are lower for larger subarrays. This is because the relative area of peripheral circuits compared to the bit-cell array is lower for larger subarrays. MTF-BL designs reduce footprint of subarrays close to the minimum required area of bit cells, the only overhead is due to the WL drivers in the same tier of bit cells. In principle, MTF-ALL should show the minimum footprint as all peripherals are folded on top of a single bit-cell array. This is observed for larger subarrays like 128WL × 128BL.
However, for a 32WL × 32BL subarrays, the MTF-ALL shows a higher footprint than MTF-BL. This is because the BL drivers extend beyond the bit cells when the both BL and WL peripherals are stacked as outlined in the top view of Figure 16. If the bit-cell characteristics allow smaller BL drivers for writing, then the footprint of MTF-ALL can be reduced further.

**Cell-density Analysis.** Figure 17(b) shows the area per bit (bit-cell density) for different subarray architectures and dimensions. The cell density can be increased by 2× by increasing STF subarray dimensions from 32WL × 32BL to 128WL × 128BL. However, MTF-ReRAMs with 64WL × 64BL can achieve similar bit-cell density as 128WL × 128BL STF ReRAM. The cell density is a key metric for area-efficient memory design. In traditional 2D structures, the reduced cell-density limits the usage of small subarrays. However, smaller subarrays have better performance (lower read latency). Hence, our ReRAM compiler can generate high-density and high-performance subarrays by using MTF-BL or MTF-ALL architecture.

**Read Latency and Energy Analysis.** Figure 18 compares the read performance and read/write energy per bit of different types of subarrays. The data is normalized to the energy and latency of STF subarrays at the same dimensions. We observe that the MTF designs show lower read latency and read energy compared to the STF subarray. The reductions can be attributed to lower parasitics and reduced IR drop. Moreover, a higher reduction is observed for larger subarrays. Further, we observe MTF-ALL structures produce lower read energy and latency due to central placement of peripherals on the top tier, which minimizes worst-case access paths. The difference is more pronounced for the 128WL × 128BL subarray.

**Write Energy Analysis.** As the write energy is dominated by high current requirement for programming the ReRAM, there is negligible difference between STF and MTF subarray structures. We observe a marginal increase in write energy for MTF options for the 32WL × 32BL subarray. This is due to the higher parasitics introduced to the gate of the driver circuits while stacking. This parasitic is noticeable for the write drivers due to the larger size required to pass the write current. and the footprint is larger than precharge circuits for read. However, this overhead
Fig. 18. Read latency and Read/Write energy per-bit comparison for different subarrays (normalized to 2D baseline).

becomes negligible for 64WL × 64BL and 128WL × 128BL designs and hence, all designs show almost the same write energy.

5.3 Array Compilation Results
We generate 32KB array using subarrays of different types and dimensions. The bus width of all designs of memory was fixed at 32 bits. The frequency of the top module is synthesized with the subarray’s maximum frequency (Figure 18). Figure 19 shows example layouts 32KB arrays generated using 128WL × 128BL subarrays of STF, MTF-BL, and MTF-ALL ReRAM. Compilation time of full arrays depends on the depth of the hierarchy (determined by target capacity and subarray dimensions). Arrays of same capacity that are formed with larger subarrays can be generated in a shorter period of time.

Area Analysis. Figure 20 shows the normalized footprint of the 32KB array for different subarrays. As expected, using subarrays of higher dimension results in lower area for the 32KB array. For a given memory size, use of larger subarrays requires fewer levels in the H-tree and, hence, needs less area for logic and routing. Moreover, the arrays designed with MTF subarrays show lower area than the ones designed with STF subarrays.
Energy Analysis. Figure 20 shows the read energy of the 32KB array, as well as the fraction of the energy consumed by the subarrays. The total array energy is normalized to the array designed using 32WL × 32BL subarrays of STF-ReRAM. The read energy of subarrays increases with higher dimension (longer BL/WL implies more parasitics). Moreover, larger subarrays lead to fewer levels in the H-tree and hence, less energy contribution from the top module connections. Therefore, larger subarrays contribute a higher fraction of the total energy. However, as the minimum energy design of the subarray depends on the optimal trade-off between subarray and top module energy. Moreover, MTF-BL and MTF-ALL show a lower energy compared to STF design. This is similar to the trends observed at the subarray level analysis in Figure 18. It is interesting to note the percentage reduction of energy with MTF subarrays are more pronounced at the array level. This is because a smaller footprint of the subarrays designed using MTF architectures reduces routing at the top module (inter-subarray access logic), which further reduces total array power. Consequently, top modules contribute less to the total array energy (Figure 20). This improvement is more pronounced with smaller-dimension subarrays, where more subarrays require higher routing complexity, and the top module logic energy (per access) is close to subarray access energy. It can also be observed that while MTF-ALL subarrays present the least footprint (area), array control power is reduced the most with MTF-BL subarrays at 128WL × 128BL (0.76 × 0.73 < 0.71 × 0.81). This is due to the designed single-side-access for MTF-BL subarrays even in a Multi-tier transistor structure. The advantage of avoiding higher routing overhead for multi-side access with MTF-ALL structures as subarray dimensions increase is successfully captured by the memory compiler for access energy optimization.

6 CONCLUSION

This article demonstrates a ReRAM memory compiler for M3D technologies with multiple tiers of transistors and BEOL ReRAM. The compiler supports automated generation of scalable subarrays with single and multiple tiers of transistors for access and peripheral circuits, as well as large memory modules with multiple interconnected subarrays. Our analysis shows that using multiple tiers of transistors within a ReRAM subarray can lead to reduced footprint and improved read performance/energy, enabling generation of high-density and high-performance ReRAM macros. Different MTF structures can benefit different metrics depending on the target application. Our
compiler generates layout (LEF/GDS), schematic, and symbol views in a fully automated fashion that can be directly used directly for chip-scale physical design. CSV and LIB files are generated for subarray and array performance, respectively. As M3D process and ReRAM technologies continue to mature, future work will couple our compiler with M3D logic design tools, to design, evaluate, and optimize new system architecture and generate full-chip physical designs.
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